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Organisational Design: a definition 

At the highest level, organisational design is about aligning the structures, processes, capabilities and rewards of the 
organisation to achieve its strategic intent.  Organisational design is the first step in turning strategic thought into action.  
In practice, the design is driven by the issues an organisation faces, including both external factors (such as regulations, 
customers and suppliers) and internal factors (which will include its strategy).
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Scope of the Report 
Unprecedented pressure from internal and external factors is forcing organisations to constantly improve the ways in which they work while 
simultaneously trying to create the best organisational structure to serve their future needs. The process of understanding how market 
changes are affecting their businesses, whether changes in the organisation are required and, if so, ensuring they deliver organisational 
change that drives performance, is key to ensuring that their businesses are in the best possible ‘shape’ to meet these turbulent times. 

Getting the balance between these more radical structural changes with tools such as continuous improvement is also key to both 
driving success and building business buy-in. This interplay of continuous improvement and major organisational change has been raised 
repeatedly in discussions with our members.  They want to know how to design the optimal structure for their particular circumstances, 
how stable the resultant structure should be and whether continuous improvement can or should ever drive structural change.

This research looked to address these issues through testing two main hypotheses:

•	 Future	business	intent	dictates	the	organisational	structures	that	should	be	adopted

•	 Continuous	improvement	should	not	cause	an	organisation	to	redesign	its	structure.

Key Findings 
Future	business	intent	dictates	the	organisational	structures	that	should	be	adopted.		
Our research and experience suggests that business strategy, when aligned to meeting the market needs, should dictate the organisational 
structures that should be adopted.  The main organisational structure should remain stable unless the strategy changes.  However, in our 
research we found only weak links between strategy and structures.  

The best organisations use the business strategy to derive the principles and more tactical solutions by which they drive performance.  
Where necessary these principles are then used to drive the organisational redesign.  However, even in those organisations that do this, we 
frequently found that while they completed the redesign effectively, they rarely got the performance levels that they were looking for.  This 
was due to a variety of reasons from poor communications and engagement with the change, through to the process focusing on structure 
rather than how that structure will drive performance.  Although our research supports the hypothesis, best practice is rare.  

In this report we describe how successful organisational design is built on a set of principles that reflect, and are unique, to the specific 
situation that the organisation is in.  

The section of this report, Designing organisational structures, describes the best practices used to design and test organisational 
structures.

Continuous improvement should not cause an organisation to redesign its structure
Our research supports the hypothesis that continuous improvement should refine the operating model but should not in itself lead 
to significant changes to the organisational design.  If the organisational design was sound when it was implemented, then the main 
structure	should	not	change	unless	new	factors	arise	to	change	the	strategy	of	the	business.		For	some	organisations,	however,	we	saw	
that continuous improvement was changing both process and structures, often leading to performance issues.  The challenge for most 
organisations is to recognise when a continuous improvement initiative is resulting in a change to the structure, to assess the risk and to 
manage the change accordingly.  

The Managing continuous improvement section of this report describes best practices in recognising and managing risk when continuous 
improvement initiatives seek to change the organisational design.  
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Operational Excellence Oeganisational design

Contents include 

Key findings
 • Future	business	intent	dictates	the	organisational	structures	that	should	be	adopted

 • Continuous	improvement	should	not	cause	and	organisation	to	redesign	its	structure

Research findings
 • Links between challenges and structures

 • Degree of success

Recommended approach

Working with employee representatives 
 
 
Designing organisational structures

 • Strategic intent

 • Design principles

 • Foundation	principles

 • Formulating	design	principles

 • The design phase

 • Testing the design principles and models

 • Testing ‘fit for purpose’

 • Testing for completeness 

 
Managing continuous improvement

Case study 

Conclusion

For	further	information	or	further	copies	of	the	Report,	please	go	to	www.corven.com	or	telephone	020	3326	2946.
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—The Corven Group
Corven	is	an	integrated	group	of	businesses	all	focussed	on	creating	value	from	strategic	change.		We	work	with	the	largest	
companies on their most important management issues, delivering long-term results and building sustainable capability. 

We operate through the following divisions:

Corven Consulting: a global management consulting firm with offices in the UK and North America

Corven Networks: an exclusive network of leaders committed to fostering innovation, growth, leadership and 
operational excellence

Corven Ventures: a UK-based activist principal finance investor

Working as a single firm, we integrate these capabilities to deliver greater value to our clients and investments. This 
allows us to offer innovative and tailored solutions that we believe in.
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